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Message from the President

Hi All,
Even though all of us are still reeling from the departure of Charles and Susan, we
must forge on and continue to be the foremost source of orchid enjoyment for all those
in the region. I like to be the bearer of good news, and I have some, but I also have
some more bad news, and I'm a bad news first kind of person.
We have another heartbreaking departure we will have to endure. Andrea Price and
Keith Grieser haven't been with us as long as the Wilson's, but in the time they've been
with us they've become valuable members of our group. Unfortunately, they will have
to relocate early next year so let's enjoy their company in the time we have left with
them. We will have to figure something out in the officers department though because
Andrea was going to take on the role of Vice President but I'll talk to the other
members then we can talk about that at the next meeting.
On to the good news. I'm pumped for the meeting this month. Many of us love
Cattleyas and the mini Catts are a great group of plants. Not only are they awesome,
but we get a fantastic speaker to tell us about them, the mighty Fred Clarke of Sunset
Valley Orchids. These plants grow well in our region and can provide some eye
popping blooms in a small space. So see what Fred has to offer and consider placing
an order. I'll see you all this weekend.
Thanks,
Forrest
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Blc. Fordyce Fantasy ‘SVO’ Winter Splash (courtesy of Fred Clarke)

MOS OFFICERS:
PRESIDENT:
VICE PRESIDENT & PROGRAMS:
SECRETARY & WEBMASTER:
TREASURER:
HOSPITALITY SECRETARY:
GREETERS & ORIENTATION:
SHOW CHAIRS:
NEWSLETTER EDITOR:
AOS REPRESENTATIVE:

FORREST BREM
JIMMY HARWELL
MELISSA GARNER
DEBRA BAKER
ELLEN WATSON
BILL & NANCY DETLING
CHARLES & SUSAN WILSON
RORY THEEUWES
CHUCK PINTNER

MEMPHIS ORCHID SOCIETY
2014 CALENDAR
September

09/28

2:00

Fred Clarke

Mini and Compact Cattleyas

October

10/26

2:00

Barry Jones, AOS
Judge

Space Saver Orchids

November

11/23

2:00

Dr. Randy Bayer

Growing Orchids in Growth Chambers

December

12/07

2:00

Party Time!!!!

Memphis Orchid Society Holiday Party
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Fred Clarke
Sunset Valley Orchids

Fred Clarke has been growing orchids since 1977 and has been hybridizing for 32 of those years.
With over 29 years as a professional grower and manager in the horticultural industry, Fred applies
these skills at his orchid nursery; Sunset Valley Orchids, located in San Diego, California.
He is a passionate orchid grower whose curiosity in orchids is broad and varied. Although developing
Cattleya hybrids has been his sustaining interest, he is also actively creating new Catasetinae,
Paphiopedilum and Australian Dendrobium hybrids.
His pioneering work in Catasetum intergeneric breeding has led to the development of several
notable hybrids, most recently the grex, Fredclarkeara After Dark, which produced “the blackest
flower ever witnessed”. This grex has received eight FCC’s, six AM’s and the coveted ‘Award of
Distinction’ on the first flowers shown for judging!
Fred is an internationally acclaimed speaker and travels extensively within USA, Canada, Australia,
New Zealand and South Africa. He is an accredited American Orchid Society Judge in the Pacific
South region. His plants have received hundreds of quality awards from the American Orchid Society.
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Visitor and Membership Report

Presentation of the Orchid Digest Diamond Award to Charles and Susan Wilson

This month we say “Goodbye” to longtime friends, Susan and Charles Wilson. We will miss you
greatly, but we wish you happiness and lots of orchid blooms in your new Oregon home.
On a happier note, we welcome two new members, Emily Linn and Hunter Shepard. There wasn’t
much doubt Hunter has “orchid fever.” He jumped right in the bidding for one of the donated orchids
and won the bid. Way to go, Hunter!
We had 52 members at the August meeting. We also had two visitors, Elaine Neeck and Suzan
Erber. We’re happy to have you visit and hope you will come again.
MOS has maintained a Visitor Log since February 2008. Since that time, 3 of our visitors have
served or will serve (2015) as MOS President. Many others have held various offices and/or have
contributed valuable time and efforts to the society. Our visitors keep us growing. Let’s keep
welcoming them in MOS style!
Bill and Nancy
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C. Lulu x c. caudebec ‘SVO’ (courtesy of Fred Clarke)

August Meeting Minutes
President Forrest Brem presented the Green Growers at 1:00pm. A separate email will be sent on
his presentation.
Election of New Officers Up for 2015
President Jimmy Harwell
Vice President Andrea Price
Web Master and Facebook Melissa Garner
Show, Committee for Show Programs, Andrea Price, Melissa Garner, open position
Treasurer, Debra Baker.
A review of the By-Laws was discussed. Social Media Coordinator was discussed. We welcome
the following visitors: Hunter Shepard, Emily Linn, Elaine Neeck and Suzan Erber. Dr. Chappell
brought in some Awards Quarterly Magazines as giveaways.
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The Memphis Orchid Society awarded the Orchid Digest Diamond Award to Charles and Susan
Wilson for their years of dedication to the MOS. Additionally, we are proud to extend a lifetime MOS
membership to them as they embark on a new adventure in Portland, Oregon. We will miss them
greatly and hope they will come back to visit us. They leave large footprints to fill so we will need the
membership to pull together a new show committee.
Show Presentations Charles and Susan Wilson. Two DVD copies of Orchids Plus for 2 free weeks
were made available. Charles went through the Orchids Plus Program showing how to look up
plants, parents and award information. They were invited to Judge at the Buga Columbia Show
which was sanctioned by the American Orchid Society and gave a slide show of awarded plants and
Exhibits.

Charles also demonstrated the importance of staking flowers early by bringing in some plants for
examples. How waiting until too late can effect presentation and judging. He then proceeded to
auction these plants, the bidding was enthusiastic, exciting, entertaining with quick offers and counter
offers.

The auction dollars received for plants offered by Charles was $349.00. We can’t say this is a record
auction but there was some serious bidding going on. These monies are a welcomed addition to our
Treasury plus the members got excellent plants from the Wilson Collection.

Show and Tell:
Chuck Pintner with Brassavola nodosa, meiracyllium wendlandinum and B/L Everything Nice.
Leanne Burton with Epigeneium nakaharae.
Forrest Brem with schoenorchis fragrans (teeny tiny blooms) Catasetum, Oncidium Sharry Baby, Phal
gigantean & Brassocattleya and Star Ruby x C. bicolor.
Melissa Garner with C. Marjorie Hausermann, C harrisoniana ‘Volcano Queen’, Bulbophyllum pectinveneris, Den. Uniflorum and Gastrochilus japonicas.
Fay LeVine with Brassavola Jiminy Cricket.
Debra Baker with Cycnoches herrenhosanum, Trichoglothia breachiata, Phal bellina violacea
;Borneo’, LC Wolterae.
The Award of the Month went to Fay LeVine for her Brassovola Jiminy Cricket and Debra Baker for
her Cycnoches herrenhosanum.
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Blc. Laughing Boy ‘SVO’ Flame (courtesy of Fred Clarke)
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SOME SUGGESTIONS FOR EXHIBITORS
(AOS Handbook on Judging and Exhibition) Courtesy of Charles Wilson
The planning and staging of an orchid show entail a great deal of hard work by many people. It can,
however, be futile if exhibitors do not do their part, since the exhibits are the show.
Your program chairman may wish to show the AOS slide program Orchid Design which explains how
to prepare and stage an aesthetically beautiful orchid exhibit.
You are an exhibitor whether you enter a single plant or state a 200 square foot exhibit. As much
care and thought should proportionately be given a single plant as the largest exhibit.
Whether you have exhibited many times before or this is your first time, the following suggestions will
help you prepare your exhibit and enjoy the experience.
1. Read the schedule!
2. Do not be deterred from exhibiting because you are inexperienced. You can only gain
experience by accepting the challenge and doing your best.
3. Plants for exhibition should receive special attention. Flower stems of paphiopedilums should be
staked during their entire growth process. Cattleyas should be staked and tied before buds
emerge from the sheath. Stake a spray-type orchid before buds begin to open. Do not change
the position of any plant after buds are mature.
4. Wash discolorations from leaves before exhibiting. Mild soap suds may be used. Artificial “shine”
should not be applied. Pots should be clean or covered.Water your plants thoroughly before
bringing them to the show.
5. Think of your exhibit as a painting, executed in depth. Remember that the principles of good
design include balance, rhythm, dominance, contrast, proportion, and scale (see Part I, Sec 8.1).
6. Colors should be pleasingly grouped, not scattered at random. In general, darker colors should
be at the bottom of the display.
7. Choose accessories with care. They should complement, not overpower, your orchids. Labels
should be large enough to be read easily, but should not be obtrusive. Make sure of proper
spelling and abbreviations.
8. Exhibitors and the show committee should work as a team in setting up the show. Do your part.
9. Do not wait until the last minute to set up your exhibit.
10. Don’t say of a prize-winning plant: “I have a better one at home!” Bring the plant to the show; it
cannot win at home.
11. Do not expect prizes for flowers just because you are especially fond of them. Learn the
standards set for excellence and the rules of good judging. Then you will have some
understanding of the difficult decisions judges must sometimes make. Be a sport!
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Cattleya guttata (photographed by Mark R.Mills)
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PROPER GROOMING OF ORCHID PLANTS
Tom McBroom Courtesy of Charles Wilson
The importance of eye appeal, or the first impression, is one of the factors frequently overlooked by most
amateurs and some professional grower, when exhibiting flower either in a show or for judging. Many times
you have seen in an otherwise beautifully presented display, flowers that have been allowed to open at an
improper angle, presenting themselves upside down, or even allowed to droop to the point where, in order to
be seen properly, they must be raised by the viewer or observed from a stooping position.
The art of staking and typing plants so that the bulbs, buds, and eventually the flowers will grow in an upright
position, serves a combination of purposes. It allows the plants themselves to be properly held, thus requiring
less bench space; which in turn, reduces crowding and increases aeration.
It is a easy job to promote this upright growth by staking and tying the new growth when it first begins growing
at an oblique angle. Once the upright growth of the new bulb has been established, the next thing is to see
that the buds are positioned so that, upon reaching maturity, they will present themselves facing the eye of the
viewer. This also may be done quite easily by staking and tying the bud stem so that it will grow in the
direction required. Quite often, the use of a tag as a spreader will hold buds far enough apart so there is no
crowding of the flowers when they open. Sometimes it may be necessary to use a separate stage for each
individual bud, if you have a quality plant which you feel you will want to show.
By the above method, the flowers will then present themselves to the beholder in an even, upright, eyecatching position. This is especially important in the case of an exhibit in a show, where the judges do not
have the time to handle individually each pot of flowers. Likewise, the condition of the plant itself; that is, the
orderly growth, the cleanness of the leaves and bulbs, in addition to the proper presentation of the flowers,
serves to produced a more attractive and more eye-catching overall exhibit. All too often, plants are placed in
an exhibit or presented for judging with an accumulation of fertilizer salts, insecticide, and/or calcium on the
leaves, all of which detract from the attractiveness of the plant as well as the beauty of the exhibit.
Be sure to remove all dried sheaths from the bulbs, as neatly as possible, and clean the leaves of any residue
by using a 50-50 formula of sweet milk and water. Rub leaves lightly a soft cloth. If spots are stubborn, leaves
may be washed with mild soap suds (not detergent) then wiped with a cloth moistened with milk. Be sure also
that all dead leaves, or leaves that have turned yellow, are removed from the plant; and above all, be sure that
the pot is free of oxalis and other weeds, and don’t be guilty of the cardinal sin – that of bringing to a show, or
for judging, a plant that is diseased in any way or that is loaded with scale. Your fellow orchid growers will
appreciate your courtesy.
All these precautions require very little time if done in an orderly fashion when the plant is growing. You will
be rewarded many times over by the pride you will have in the recognition that your plants are prepared
properly.

First published in The Florida Orchidist*, Vol. 7, No. 6, Nov. – Dec. 1964
March 1991*
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Heat Tolerant Cymbidiums

This year has been quite unusual in trying to see how the HTC would respond to the Memphis
weather. Since I received the batch of plants in 2011, I was sure that many of the plants were not of
blossoming size, and so had to grow them out first. I still have noticed that most are not of
blossoming size, and therefore will still try to get them to blossom.
However I finally had 7 HTC plants spike within this past month, which for each one that did spike
now, has spiked for me previously, but not all at the same time. I am bloom fertilizing all of my
cymbidiums now so will be anxious to see what others will spike over winter. All of the HTC plants
are doing well with new growth, and haven't had any more casualties since losing 5 the within the first
12 months after I received them.
I have all of my cymbidiums on benches in the back yard where they will remain until I determine that
we have a threat of freezing (29°0 F or lower), at which time they will all be moved into my
greenhouse.
ericfishing@hotmail.com
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Vanda sansei blue 'acker's pride' (photographed by Andrea Price)

MOS Announcements:
Name Tag. If you would like a Memphis Orchid Society Name Tag, the cost is $8.00 for a pin tag and
$10.00 for a magnet tag.

2014 MOS REFRESHMENT VOLUNTEERS
DATE

SWEETS

SAVORIES

DRINKS

September 28
October 26
November 23
December 7

Susan Wilson
Dorothy Goode
Beverly Tipton

Barbara Baker
Ronnie & Susan Young
Paul & Melissa Gamer
Holiday Party

Fenwick Chappel
Andy Nguyen
Rory Theeuwes
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